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BY SMALL STEPS TOWARDS �THE BEGINNING�WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM FIRST RESULTSOF THE PHOBOS DETECTOR AT RHIC?�A. BudzanowskiH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived Deember 17, 2001)From its start by the Big Bang the history of the Universe an bemarked by subsequent phase transitions. In the laboratory it is possibleto study some of these phase transitions in the reverse order i.e. fromlow to high temperatures. The subjet of this leture onentrates on thephases whih an be studied by ollisions of heavy ion nulei at high ener-gies namely the liquid to gas phase transition for nulei and the ultimatetransitions to quark gluon phase. During the year 2000 the RelativistiHeavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory (RHIC) started itsoperation. The �rst experiments onentrated on Au + Au ollision at theC.M. energies per nuleon pair psNN = 56, 130, and 200 GeV. Four de-tetors: STAR, PHOBOS, BRAHMS, and PHENIX produed �rst resultsonerning partile prodution and properties of hadroni matter at highexitations. The present paper desribes in more detail the onstrutionand operation of the PHOBOS detetor. The main results obtained byPHOBOS during the �rst runs of RHIC an be listed as follows:1. Energy dependene of the harged partile pseudorapidity densitynear midrapidity for entral ollisions (dNh=d�)j�j<1.2. Centrality dependene of (dNh=d�)j�j<1.3. Charged partile density distribution in full the range of � valuesj�j < 5:4.4. Azimuthal anisotropy of events.5. Ratios of p=p, K�=K+, and ��=�+ measured in the midrapidityregion within the aeptane of the spetrometer.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (33)



34 A. Budzanowski1. IntrodutionThe main purpose of the PHOBOS detetor is to study partiles with lowtransverse momenta Pt emitted in the midrapidity region (rapidity y � 0) inultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions. Fast partons with momenta p higherthan 1 GeV/ are usually hadronizing at distanes of the order of  fm,where  is the Lorentz time dilatation fator. Thus it is rather unlikely thatfast hadrons will ontain information on the state of a blob of matter of thesize of 10 fm produed in two heavy nulei ollision. From the Heisenbergrelation �p�r � 200 (MeV/) fm one an easily estimate that a pion withmomentum of 20 MeV/ will be produed within the distane of 10 fm thusit is quite interesting to pursue studies of this low energy hadroni spetra inorder to get information on the phenomena at large distane sales in ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions. This was �rst pointed out by Busza [1℄. Itshould also be mentioned that over 40% of hadrons emitted from the volumeof quark�gluon plasma after freeze-out (phase transition to hadroni state)will have the energy lower than 3kT=2 where T is the transition temper-ature. Numerous lattie simulations as well as alulations based on theso alled Hagedorn temperature [2℄ indiate the value of the phase transi-tion temperature of about 170 MeV. Therefore, studies of partile spetra(mostly pions) well below p� = 0:5 GeV/ are highly advisable. PHOBOSdetetor is designed to preise studies of low energy spetra, multipliities,angular distributions and angular orrelations of partiles emitted in heavyion ollisions. The priniple of the detetor is desribed in Setion 2.2. The PHOBOS detetorThe PHOBOS detetor installed at the Relativisti Heavy Ion Collideris presented in Fig. 1. It onsists of four subsystems: a 4� multipliity array,a vertex detetor, a two-arm magneti spetrometer and several detetorswhih serve to trigger the whole devie on the events of ollision of twoheavy nulei. The trigger system an also provide informations on the en-trality of the ollision. All the detetors are silion surfae barrier diodesmade of 300 � wafers with di�erent pad sizes from 0.4 mm to 1 mm in thebend diretion. The multipliity array is a nearly 4� single layer system ofdetetors whih measures the angle and number of partiles. It has a shapeof an otagon overing the ollision region along the beam pipe within thepseudorapidity � range from �3:2 to 3.2 and six silion ring detetors lo-ated on both sides of the vertex whih extend the pseudorapity range toj�j � 5.4. The two-arm spetrometer onsists of 15 silion layers loated onboth sides of the beam axis. The silion layers are plaed between the polepiees of the double dipole magnet. To minimize the energy losses as well asthe bakground due to sattering of the beam halo the entral beam tube of
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Fig. 1. Shemati layout of the PHOBOS detetor from Ref. [3℄. The top yoke ofthe magnet is not shown.8 m diameter is made of beryllium of the thikness of 1 mm. The two armspetrometer over about 2% of the full solid angle.Two sintillation paddle detetors (16 paddles eah) serve as a triggerwhih starts the whole read-out system on gold�gold ollisions at various en-tralities. Eah paddle gives a signal proportional to the number of hargedpartiles rossing its surfaes. The measured signal may be used to estimatethe entrality of the ollision, e.g., number of partiipating nuleons Npart.In order to avoid seondary partiles, whih are rossing the paddle at somelarger angles and are not oming from the vertex region, readings from thefour paddles with largest signal amplitudes are rejeted. Two additionalpairs of ring detetors i.e. the Cerenkov detetors and neutron Zero DegreeCounters (ZDC) are used to redue the beam-gas bakground. ZDCs areplaed at the distane �18.5 m from the vertex and are registering beam ve-loity neutrons not de�eted by the dipole magnets of the aelerator. Thesignals from the ZDCs are showing a nie anti-orrelation with the signalsfrom the paddle trigger what serves as an additional proof of the onsistenyof the whole arrangement. Detailed desription of the PHOBOS detetor anbe found in [3℄.



36 A. Budzanowski3. The multipliity of harged reation produtsResults of the measurements of the multipliity of harged partiles inthe midrapidity region i.e. in the interval j�j < 1 that is in the angular rangeof �60Æ around � = 90Æ against the ollision axis are shown in Fig. 2. The

Fig. 2. Energy dependene of the pseudorapidity density normalized per partiipantpair for entral Au + Au ollisions. The data are ompared with p � p data andnuleus�nuleus data from lower energies. From Ref. [30℄.multipliity per unit pseudorapidity measurements (dNh=d�)j�j<1 =h12Npartiare normalized per partiipant pair of nuleons for entral Au + Au olli-sions. On the same plot other data at lower energies are plotted from Pb+Pbollisions at SPS (CERN) and Au + Au ollisions at AGS (BNL) [3,4℄. Thedata are ompared to multipliities in p�p interation from SPS and Teva-tron (Fermilab), as well as old data on p�p ollision at ISR energies. Withinthe experimental errors the data on multipliity in large energy interval3 GeV < psNN � 200 GeV normalized per partiipant nuleon pair an berepresented by a straight line on the semilogarithmi plot (the solid line inFig. 3). Thus it an be onluded that in the large energy range the multipli-ity is proportional to lnpsNN . Assuming that suh proportionality will holdfor higher energies we an predit the multipliity at midrapidity for Pb�Pbollision at psNN =5.5 TeV i.e. for LHC energies as 6.13 per nuleon pair.This has important impliations for the mehanism of partile prodution.For energies lower than 17.2 GeV (the highest SPS energy) the multipliityof harged partiles normalized per nuleon pair is approximately equal tothe multipliity obtained in nuleon�nuleon ollisions. This indiates onthe validity of the Wounded Nuleon Model [5℄. Aording to this model
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Fig. 3. Experimental data on multipliity per unit pseudorapidity for Au�Au andPb�Pb ollisions from Ref. [30℄, �tted by a straight line and extrapolated to higherenergies. For omparison the p�p data (dash-dotted line) taken from Ref. [31℄ areshown.partiles are produed as a result of the deay of exited (wounded) nule-ons. These nuleons are exited by soft ollisions. Eah exited nuleon anprodue partiles only one after it leaves the interation region so that themultipliity will be proportional to the number of partiipants and not tothe number of ollisions. Multiple soft ollisions an only hange the exitedstates of the nuleon but not the fat that it will deay outside of the range ofnuleon fores due to the Lorentz time dilatation fator . At higher energieswhen hard ollisions between partons beome more and more important theontribution from ollision with large momentum transfer may reah 37% at130 GeV, as was shown by Kharzeev and Nardi [6℄. So far, theory of the mul-tipliity of harged partile emission was based on the saling theory of Koba,Nielsen, Olesen [7℄ developed by Golokhvastov [8℄, Wróblewski [9℄, Szwed etal., [10�12℄ and Ga¹dziki et al. [13℄. The basi assumption that multiparti-le prodution is a sale invariant branhing proess due to quark�antiquarkstring breaking leads to the result that the multipliity distribution is ofthe lognormal type. In onsequene, the alulated average multipliity ine�e� and p�p ollision sales with energy as hni = � exp(�ps), where hni isthe average multipliity and � equals to 0.495. Some authors [13℄ mentionthat multipliity in p�p ollision at higher energies i.e. ps > 15 GeV is bet-ter �tted with seond order polynomial of ln(s) what an be learly seenin Fig. 2. Closer examination of experimental data and their extrapolationshown in Fig. 3 leads to the following onlusions:



38 A. Budzanowski1. The existing data on multipliity at midrapidity for Pb�Pb and Au�Au ollisions in the energy range from p sNN = 3 GeV to p sNN =200 GeV shows a linear saling with ln(p sNN ) .2. Extrapolation of the straight line on the semilog plot allows us to pre-dit the value of (dN=d�)j�j<1 normalized per partiipant pair as 6.13for the LHC assuming p sNN = 5:5 MeV.3. Extrapolating the multipliity urve for p�p ollisions aording tothe formula 2.5�0:4 ln(s) + 0:02 ln2(s) we have the value of 5.28 atpsNN = 5:5 TeV what leads to the value of 16% for the ratio of thehard to soft ollisions, whih is smaller than that at p sNN = 200 GeV.This may indiate that the number of hard ollisions inreases also inp�p interations.4. The values of multipliity at midrapidity alulated by the Hijing1.35 model of Wang and Gyulassy [14℄ for Au + Au ollisions abovep sNN = 200 GeV are strongly exeeding the values extrapolated fromthe existing experimental data assuming linear ln(ps) dependene.5. Looking on Fig. 3 it is quite lear that we need urgently more exper-imental data on the multipliity at midrapidity for 56 GeV and lowerenergies down to p sNN = 20 GeV. Suh data an greatly help to makeplausible the extrapolations presented above. The same applies to p�pollisions. 4. Ratios of antipartiles to partilesUsing both spetrometer arms and performing subsequent measurementswith reversed diretions of magneti �elds it was possible to determine theratios of p=p, K�=K+ and ��=�+ [15℄. In Table I the obtained values forthe above ratios are listed. Assuming a thermal model aording to whihthe hot plasma expands and freeze-out at ertain radius R we an inferfrom the measured ratios of antihadrons to hadrons about the temperatureand hemial potential of the system. From the measured ratio of hpi=hpiaveraged over various proton energies we an obtain the value of the ratio�B=T using the simpli�ed equation:hpihpi = exp ���BT �exp ��BT � = exp��2�BT � : (1)Equation (1) is valid under the assumption that the emission ours froma thermally equilibrated soure with equal hemial and thermal freeze-out



By Small Steps Towards �the Beginning� : : : 39TABLE IThe ratios of antipartile to partile for pions, kaons, and protons from Ref. [15℄.h��ih�+i 1.00 � 0.01(stat) � 0.02(syst)hK�ihK+i 0.91 � 0.07(stat) � 0.06(syst)hpihpi 0.60 � 0.04(stat) � 0.06(syst)temperatures. At the energy p sNN = 130 GeV this may be a plausible as-sumption [16℄. At the SPS experiments at p sNN = 17:2 GeV it was shownthat these two temperatures may di�er e.g. Tthermal < Themial [17℄. Thusfrom the measured ratio hpi=hpi = 0:60 � 0:04 we an alulate �B=T =0:25� 0.03 using equation (1). In order to determine the value of the baryo-hemial potential we need some other onstraints either from the measuredratios hK�i=hK+i or from diret temperature measurements. The baryo-hemial potential for a realisti range of hemial freeze-out temperaturesof 160 to 170 MeV using both values hK�i=hK+i and hpi=hpi as measuredby PHOBOS [15℄ leads to the value �B = 45 � 5 MeV using statistialmodel alulation of Redlih et al. [18℄. This is muh lower than the valueof �B = 240�270 MeV [18, 20℄ obtained in the statistial model �ts to thePb+Pb data at p sNN = 17:2 GeV. This result indiates muh loser ap-proah to a baryon free regime at RHIC. The thermal model of partileprodution was used by Florkowski et al. [21℄ to analyze the partile ra-tios and PT spetra measured at RHIC. The �t to the partile ratios yieldsT = 165�7 MeV and �B = 41�5 MeV. Using these parameters Broniowskiand Florkowski alulated the PT spetra for �, K, and p under the as-sumption of simultaneous hemial and thermal freeze-out and taking intoaount ontributions from deays of resonanes as well as longitudinal andtransverse �ow-e�ets. Their alulations are ompared to the PT spetrameasured by PHENIX [22℄ in Fig. 4. One an see that this thermal approahis in a good quantitative agreement with the data. At this point we shouldmention some analogy between the liquid to gas phase transition for nuleiwhih ours around the temperature � 10 MeV and transition to QGPwhih should our around 170 MeV roughly one and half order of magni-tude higher. If we heat-up the nuleus (e.g. by passage of fast light partilesthrough heavy nuleus) the nuleus expands until it reahes the freeze-outradius at whih the Coulomb repulsion prevails over nulear attration. Asa onsequene the nuleus deay instantaneously into nuleons and fragments
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Fig. 4. The p?-spetra of pions (solid line), kaons (dashed line), and protons orantiprotons (dashed-dotted line), �tted by the thermal model of Broniowski andFlorkowski [21℄.aording to the available phase spae. Some of this fragments are emittedin exited states and will deay further. The spetrum of emitted light frag-ments, after orretion for the deay of exited fragments and olletive �owveloity, will re�et the temperature at freeze-out. Quark gluon plasma afterits formation will expand thus its temperature lowers and reahes the freeze-out on�guration. At this moment hadrons are formed and some of themare simply hadroni resonanes. Hadrons are emitted re�eting the temper-ature at freeze-out but their spetrum as measured by external observer isslightly modi�ed by deaying resonanes and hydrodynami �ow veloities.This was �rst taken into aount by Broniowski and Florkowski [21℄.Finally some omments an be made for the Au + Au ollision atp sNN = 130 GeV. From the Bjorken formula [23℄:" = dNdy hMTi�R2� ; (2)where " is the energy density, dN=dy is the multipliity per unit of rapidity,MT is the transverse mass of the emitted partiles, � is the proper forma-tion time of the order of 10�23 s and R is the radius of olliding nulei. Wesee that the energy density is proportional to the spei� multipliity. That



By Small Steps Towards �the Beginning� : : : 41means that if the multipliity in entral Au + Au ollision at 130 GeV is 70%higher than at SPS experiment [24℄ for Pb + Pb ollision at 17.2 GeV theenergy density at RHIC should be 1.7 times higher than at SPS. The ex-perimental results after proper analysis show that the temperature is nearlyonstant and the baryo-hemial potentials is �ve times smaller at RHICexperiments than at SPS. Let us now reall the old idea whih an be traedbak to suggestion made by Van Hove in 1982 [25℄. This an be illustrated bya simple graph shown in Fig. 5, where the temperature T is plotted againstthe energy density ".

Fig. 5. Temperature T as a funtion of energy density ".The plateau in this �gure indiates that we have reahed the �melting�point of nuleon gas into QGP. Originally it was expeted that the end of theplateau in Fig. 5 the rise of temperature with inreasing energy density willbe seen. However, this may not be the ase. We are not registering partonsbut hadrons. QGP after expansion hadronizes at freeze-out temperaturei.e. at the transition temperature. This will be re�eted by the spetrum ofemitted hadrons whih will have kineti energy distributions orrespondingto transition temperature T around 160�180 MeV. Thus we an onludethat the value of the temperature determined from kineti energy spetraat SPS energies and RHIC energies may indiate that at p sNN = 130 GeVwe are deep in the region of QGP. The value of baryoni hemial potentialan be a good indiator how far away we are from full onversion of hadronsto QGP.



42 A. Budzanowski5. Other information on the mehanism of two heavy ion ollisionThe data on entrality dependene of the normalized harged partilesmultipliity (dNh=d�)=(0:5Np) at psNN = 130 GeV [30℄ are in good agree-ment with the Pirner and Yuan model of enhaned mini jet prodution inAu + Au ollisions from gluons with large transverse momenta [26℄. Thisindiates on the important in�uene of the transverse momenta of gluonson the observed multipliity at midrapidity. Measurements of the hargepartile density distribution in the range of � values j�j < 5:4 as well asazimuthal anisotropy of events provides further onstraints on the di�er-ent models of reation inluding the Hijing model [27℄, Kharzeev and Levinmodel [28℄ and many others. The maximal value v2 of the seond Fourier-expansion oe�ient of the azimuthal distribution relative to the reationplane measured for peripheral ollisions inreases with energy what an ex-lude several models of reation mehanism as shown by Teaney [29℄. Theellipti �ow v2 result implies the presene of the pressure gradient in theinitial stage of reation. Ratio of multipliities at midrapidity as measuredat p sNN = 200 GeV and p sNN = 130 GeV an also serve to exlude severalmodels e.g. Hijing with jet quenhing [4℄. Further disussion of the validityof various models will require more experimental data and obviously exeedsthe sope of this leture.The author is greatly indebted to Professors Andrzej K. Wróblewski,Roman Hoªy«ski, and Barbara Wosiek for disussions and valuable remarks.REFERENCES[1℄ W. Busza, Partile Prodution in Highly Exited Matter, eds H.H. Gutbrod,J. Rafelski, Plenum Press, New York 1993, p. 149; PHOBOS Coneptual De-sign Report BNL 1993.[2℄ R. Hagedorn, Suppl. Nuovo Cim. 3, 147 (1965).[3℄ B.B. Bak et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 3100 (2000); B.B. Bak et al., Nul.Phys. A661, 690 (1999); H. Pernegger et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys.Res. A419, 549 (1998); A473, 197 (2001); T.R. Bindell et al., Nul. Instrum.Methods Phys. Res. A474, 38 (2001).[4℄ B.B. Bak et al., nul-ex/0108009, Phys. Rev. C, (2001) in print .[5℄ A. Bialas et al., Nul. Phys. B111, 461 (1976).[6℄ D. Kharzeev, M. Nardi, Phys. Lett. B121, (2001).[7℄ Z. Koba et al., Nul. Phys. B40, 317 (1972).[8℄ A.I. Golokhvastov, Yad. Fiz. 30, 253 (1979).[9℄ A.K. Wróblewski, Ata Phys. Pol. B4, 857 (1973).
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